
Mediterranean Esports Tournament
Rocket League RuleBook

1. Tournament Admittance

1.1. Age Limits
All players of the teams participating in the tournament must be 15 years
old.

1.2. Accounts
Players can only participate in the tournament with the accounts they
have. It is forbidden to play from another players account or play someone
else on their own account.

1.3. Platform
Platforms where you can participate in the tournament: PS4, PS5,
Nintendo Switch, PC (Epic Games, Steam), Xbox One, Xbox Series X

2. Team Management and Staff Rules

2.1. Roster
The number of players on the team rosters must comply with the
limitations in the tournament format. Each team has 1 substitute right.

2.2. Substitutes
Teams must make substitutions by notifying the referees at least 10
minutes before the start of the match.

2.3. Team Captain
On behalf of his team, he is the person responsible for communicating
with the tournament organizer. Some responsibilities of the team captain;
To follow the fixture and announcements, to report the result on the
Discord channel. In addition, the captain of the team can also be a
substitute.

2.4. Nicknames & Team Names
Players are prohibited from using the same or similar names in their
in-game names and team names that belong to brands or organizations
that do not have sponsorship.
Any discriminatory elements such as religion, language, race, nationality,
gender, sexual orientation are not allowed to be used in in-game names,
but not limited to those specified.
2.4.1 Addition
It is also forbidden to use numbers, shapes, changing the position of
letters, using different letters, or using abbreviations to try to hide the
illegal names.
*If there are 2 different teams belonging to the same organization in the
tournament, the team names must be independent from each other.
(Ex: TEAM A - TEAM A Academy)



2.5. Confimation of Names
All team names, team abbreviations and in-game names will be checked
and reviewed by the tournament officials during the registration phase.
Tournament officials have the right to reject a team / player name that
they consider unsuitable. In such a case, the team will be informed by the
authorities and asked to change the name of the team / player. After the
tournament has started, name changes are not allowed under any
circumstances.

3. Tournament Guidelines

3.1. Definitions of Terms
Series: A set of games played until a team has won the majority of total
matches.
Three Match Series (BO3): It means winning two out of three games.
Five Match Series (BO5): It means winning three out of five games.
Seven-Game Series (BO7): Four out of seven games are won.
The winning team will advance to the next round in tournament format.

Double elimination system: It is the elimination system in which a team is
eliminated after two defeats. Teams that lost once struggled again to
make it to the final from the losers chart. Bracket reset will be applied in
the final stage.
Bracket reset: In the double elimination system, the fixture is reset as a
result of the player coming from the losers final beating the player who
came directly to the final. Because each player has the right to lose 1
time. After this stage, the player who wins the series wins the final.

3.2. Team Limit
Mediterranean Esports Tournament is limited to 512 teams to provide
the best esports experience.

3.3. Tournament Scheme
Group Stage: 16 different groups with 32 slots are created. Group
competitions are played over BO1 with a single elimination system. A
team emerges from each group and these teams form the 16-slot
Community Final group.
Final : The final stage is played with a double elimination system. It
consists of 4 rounds: Qualifiers, Quarter Final, Semi Final, Winners Final
and Final.
Quarter Finals, Semi Finals, Winners' Finals and Losers Fixture challenges
are over BO5, and the Final is on BO7.

3.4. Tournament Schedule
- Registration start: 18 April
- Registration end: 5 May 23.59 TSİ (GMT+3)



- The groups will start the match at the same time and the matches will
be played one after the other.

3.4.1. Group Stage (Single Elimination)
16 groups; 8 May, Turkey time of 21:00 (GMT +3) will play the group
stage of the tournament.
The finalists of the group; May 9 Turkey time 21:00 (GMT +3) in the

final stage of the tournament will be started by the Community
Final.

3.4.2. Final Stage (Double Elimination)
Grand Finals will take place with the final group which will include
the 15 invited teams and the community final winner on 10th and
11th May at 21:00 (GMT+3).

3.5. Program Changes
The Academys, at its sole discretion, reorganize the schedule of a
particular day and / or reschedule a match or otherwise change the
schedule. If The Academys changes the game schedule, it will inform all
teams as soon as possible.

4. Match Process

1.1. Player Responsibilities
All players must wait at least 10 minutes before the scheduled match time
on Discord, ready to start the match.

4.1. Delay Time
The delay time for a match is set at 10 minutes. Failure to arrive on time to
the tournament match will result in a forfeit.

4.2. Match Time Regulation
All 3 players of a team must be ready to start the match, if they cannot
continue the fight as 3 people, they must surrender. If a player drops out
during the game, the team can continue the game.

4.3. Technic Problems
All players are responsible for their own technical issues related to both
hardware and network. Matches will not restart when any player is
disconnected.
In a situation where issues affect a large number of players on the game
or the platform on which the game is played, it will be decided how to
handle it by the tournament referee.

4.4. Spectators
As spectators, substitutes, coaches or managers of the teams can
participate in the game lobby with the approval of the referees.



4.5. Livestream
Players can open broadcasts with the permission of The Academys
referee team by accepting the responsibilities that may arise from the
tournament matches they play and the broadcast they will make. These
matches cannot be broadcast using spectator mode. If a match is
broadcast by the tournament organizers, personal broadcasting of that
match is prohibited.

4.6. Oyun Hazırlığı
4.6.1. Oyun Lobisinin Kurulması

The upper side of the fixture is defined as the A team and the lower
team as the B team. The team at the top of the fixture must pass
the lobby name and password to their opponent after completing
the lobby setup.

You can follow these steps to set up the lobby:
Play → Custom Games → Custom Match → Create Custom Match
(Play → Custom Games → Private Match → Create Private Match)

You can follow these steps to join the lobby:
Play → Special Games → Special Match → Join Special Match
(Play → Custom Games → Private Match → Join Private Match)

4.6.2. Lobby Settings
• Game mode: Soccar
• Arena: DFH Stadium
• Team size: 3
• Bot Diffuculty: No Bots
• Region: Europe
• Join Permission : Name/Password

4.6.2.1. Game Settings
You need to change the following settings on the BOx in the
stage you are playing.
Series Lenghts:  X Games
For example: BO3 must be in the form of "Match Games: 3
Games" in the round.

4.7. Communication
Players are responsible for the control of the e-mail address given in the
registration form of each player registered for the tournament. As Discord
#announcement channel is considered as one of the main
communication channels, players are required to follow the
announcements and related channels on Discord.



4.8. Maç Sonucu
A screenshot of the results table at the end of the match should be taken
and the captain of the team "A team vs. Team B, winning team A ”. The
player names and the goals scored in the matches should be clearly visible
in the screenshot.

5. Rule Violations and Penalties
5.1. Penalties

The Academys sole discretion, any person who acts or tries to behave
outside the honest game frame will be subject to penalties. The type and
extent of penalties for such behavior is entirely at the discretion of The
Academys Managers.

5.2. Bugs
It is strictly forbidden to exploit the mistakes or vulnerabilities of the game
to gain unfair advantage. If you are unsure whether a mechanic in the
game is intentional or incorrect, please contact the tournament referees
before using that mechanic.

5.2.1. Addition
In addition to this rule, it is strictly forbidden for players to do boost and
position reset if they enter the game by switching to the in-game viewer
during the match.

5.3. Cheating
All third-party software that gives anyone an advantage is prohibited. Get
video recordings of players you think are cheating and contact the
tournament referees.

6. The Essence of Rules

6.1. Finality of Decisions
All decisions regarding player eligibility, penalties for improper behavior,
planning and running of the tournament are ultimately up to The
Academys. If a referee makes a wrong decision during the match, only the
Chief Referee can change his decision. Officials may evaluate the
correctness of a decision made during or after a match, in order to have a
fair decision. If the decision made is wrong, the authorities reserve the
right to override the decision made by the arbitrator. The officials of the
tournament will have the final say in all decisions made during the
tournament.

6.2. Rule Changes
These Rules may be changed, modified or supplemented from time to
time by The Academys to ensure the integrity and fair play of The
Academys. These changes will be announced on the Discord
Announcement channel and the rule change that has not been
announced on the Discord Announcement channel will be void.

6.3. Observing the Interests of  the Tournament/Organization
Tournament officials will at all times act with the necessary authority to
protect the interests of the tournament. The fact that any subject is not



mentioned in this rule set does not prevent this authorization.
Tournament officials may, at their own discretion, take criminal
proceedings against persons whose actions conflict with the interests of
the tournament.

7. Required Documents
It is mandatory for the registered persons to fill in their records completely and
accurately. Disqualification is applied if it is wrong or deceptive. Name-surname,
residence address, phone number, TR ID number (if Turkish)  and IBAN
information will be requested from the winning teams regarding the prize
submissions.

8. Rewards

Awards will be delivered within 30 working days after the required
information has been submitted.

1. Team : 2500 $
2. Team : 1500 $
3. Team : 1000 $


